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November 2013 HSPO Update
CATS-IRB Roll Out
The new Centralized Application Tracking System (CATS) will go live on December 9, with the
CATS-IRB module implemented in the first phase. CATS-IRB will streamline the submission and
review process for human subjects research. Major features of the new system will include:
• A short application form
• Templates and process documents available in the system
• Electronic signatures
• Proxy option for principal investigators
• Personal inbox listing submissions and which ones need action
• CATS-IRB flow process to track the research status
• CATS-IRB integration with additional future modules
See the Educational Resources on the IRB website for a list of workshop dates to learn about the
CATS-IRB system, the new submission process, and how ongoing studies will be converted to CATS.

Consent Form Template Update
The IRB-required consent form template was updated in October to adapt it for use with both
adults and children. Other changes in the new template include omission of co-investigators’
names, revisions to the privacy section, wording changes throughout the form, re-organization of
the signature section, and addition of a witness signature section for enrolling non-literate adults
or when using oral translation. The updated template is required when making a new submission,
and when submitting a modification for an ongoing study. To create the consent document for a
new submission, use the latest IRB template on the web instead of trying to re-save and modify a
consent form from another study. At the time of the next modification for an on-going study,
follow the Instructions for Updating Consent Forms and Converting Parental Permission Forms,
available on the IRB website for updating the existing consent form(s) to meet the new template
format for essential changes, which include removing the list of other investigators and combining
the consent form and parental permission form for studies enrolling adults and children.

Protocol Template Updates
New protocol templates are being developed for use with the CATS-IRB system, to ensure the
inclusion of information the IRB needs that was previously collected in the PRAMS eSubmission
application.
As the templates are finalized they will posted to the IRB website now for
investigators to use when preparing new submissions. Once CATS-IRB goes live the templates will
be accessed within the new system.

New Process for Requesting Protocol Exceptions
The protocol exception form has been eliminated. The new process for requesting a protocol
exception for a single research subject is to submit a modification explaining the need, then call to
inform the HSPO if a rushed review is needed.
If you have any questions about this HSPO Update, contact the HSPO at 531-5687 or at hspo@hmc.psu.edu.

